Casio Printing Electronic Calculators

Model R-2
The Electronic Printing Calculator with Total Recall
- 12 digits full capacity in all calculations with foolproof underflow system
- 3 decimal systems: Fixed (0-6), Floating and Add-mode, with round-off and cut-off
- Prints in 2 colors; Entry and Total

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $499.50
DIMENSIONS: 4¼"H x 9½"W x 12"D
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 15 lbs.
Machine: 11.4 lbs.

Model R-3
The Electronic Printing and Display Calculator with a Square Root
- To tape or not to tape, you get your choice
- A square root
- Percentage key without multiplying
- Foolproof underflow, 3 decimal systems with ADD-MODE, Constant memory and Total

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $635.00
DIMENSIONS: 4 ¼"H x 9 ½"W x 13¾"D
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 16 lbs.
Machine: 12.3 lbs.

Model R-5
The Electronic Printing and Display Calculator
- To tape or not to tape, you get your choice
- Percentage key without multiplying
- Foolproof underflow, 3 decimal systems with ADD-MODE, Constant memory and Total
- True algebraic logic in all four functions

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $595.00
DIMENSIONS: 4¼"H x 9½"W x 13¾"D
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 16 lbs.
Machine: 12.3 lbs.

CASIO'S WARRANTY TO CONSUMER
All Casio Electronic Calculators are guaranteed to be free from defects in workmanship or material for a period of one year from date of sale to the original buyer. During the warranty period, all defective parts will be replaced or repaired free of charge, including labor, by Casio or an authorized dealer.

This warranty does not extend to Casio Calculators which have been subject to negligence or misuse or that in any way have been altered or repaired by anyone other than Casio or any authorized Casio dealer.
Model CASIO-8U

Jack of all trades
- Works on A/C or 5 penlight batteries
- Automatic constant in multiplication and division
- Floating and fixed decimals
- Foolproof underflow system
- True algebraic logic in all four calculations

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $119.50
DIMENSIONS: 2"H x 4½"W x 7"D
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 3 lbs.
Machine: 1½ lbs.

Model 101-S

The most efficient and compact calculator.
- One memory for positive and negative accumulation
- Automatic constant in multiplication and division
- Round-off or cut-off
- Perfect fixed decimal handling by decimal selector
- True algebraic logic in all four calculations

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $225.00
DIMENSIONS: 2¾"H x 7"W x 8"D
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 5 lbs.
Machine: 3 lbs.

Model 121-L

12 digit full capacity and total, also 4 different ways in percentage calculation.
- 4 different ways in using % key
- 12 digit full capacity with underflow system
- One memory for positive and negative accumulation
- Automatic constant in multiplication and division
- True algebraic logic in all four calculations

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $265.00
DIMENSIONS: 2½"H x 7"W x 8"D
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 5 lbs.
Machine: 3 lbs.

Model 202-A

The Calculator With A Head For Industrial Problems
- 2 independent grand total registers
- Fully automatic accumulation in all four functions
- Automatic constant in multiplication and division and chain calculation
- True negative answer indication

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $375.00
DIMENSIONS: 2½"H x 7"W x 9½"D
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 5 lbs.
Machine: 3 lbs.
Casio Electronic Calculators

**Model \( \sqrt{121-A} \)**

The Calculator With Automatic Square Root Calculation
- One touch operation for automatic square root calculation
- True algebraic logic
- Constant for multiplication and division
- Automatic accumulation
- Full underflow system

**Model \( \sqrt{162-A} \)**

Your Outstanding Office Assistant
- A 16 digit capacity in all calculations with foolproof underflow system
- Dual accumulation systems, independent and automatic
- One touch operation of the \( \sqrt{ } \) key to find any Square Root

**Model FX-1**

The Most Advanced, Efficient and Versatile Calculator
- One touch "FUNCTION" calculations with 16 different kinds of keys eliminate programming
- Two independent memory facilities
- Underflow system for unerring accuracy

**CASIO Service Stations:**

361 County Avenue
Secaucus, New Jersey 07094
(201) 348-1180
(212) 564-0718

9126 East Firestone Blvd.
Building H
Downey, Calif. 90241
(213) 923-0332

6614 West Irving Park Road
Chicago, Ill. 60634
(312) 282-2688

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $395.00
DIMENSIONS: 2½"H x 7¾"W x 9½"D
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 5 lbs.
Machine: 3 lbs.

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $495.00
DIMENSIONS: 3"H x 9¼"W x 12½"D
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 9 lbs.
Machine: 4½ lbs.

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $695.00
DIMENSIONS: 3"H x 9½"W x 12½"D
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 10 lbs.
Machine: 5 lbs.

Printed in U.S.A.